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Promise for a Better City
Vocabulary

• Arsenal – a factory or workshop for producing and storing weapons and
munitions.
• Menial – relating to work requiring little skill, especially domestic duties
such as cleaning
• Relic – something that has survived from the past
•

Encumbrance – a hindrance

• Irony – contrast between what might be expected and what actually
occurs
!

•

Rebuff – reject
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Promise for a Better City: 1944-1964—The basics
Fill this in as you watch. Sentences in italics are direct quotations from the episode.
Segment 1—0:00-4:17 (World War II/PTC strike)
1. Why was Philadelphia important to the war effort during World War II?
2. What two groups made significant gains in the industrial workplace during World War II?
3. At the Philadelphia Transportation Company (PTC), the job of_______________________________is for
_______________________only.
4. Black workers were kept in the menial jobs
of___________________________and________________________.
5. Carolyn Davenport Moore organizes protests that draw_____________________attention.
President Roosevelt orders _____ black workers to be _________________________.
6. In August 19, 1944, more than_______________________PTC workers_________the federal
order….bringing war ________________________to a __________________.
7. President Roosevelt sent troops to Philadelphia to___________________________.
8. How were the workers convinced to come back to work?
Segment 2—4:18-9:23---Rise of the anti-corruption Democrats
1. At the end of World War II, how long had Philadelphia's Republican party been in power?
2. What was the contribution of each of the following women to the campaign of Democrats Joseph
Clark and Richardson Dilworth?
Natalie Sachs
Elise Bailen
Ada Lewis
Emily Jones

3. What were the key features of the new city charter that was approved by voters in 1951?
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, continued
Segment 3---9:24-11:40---Edmund Bacon's ideas, part 1
1. What are some adjectives to describe Philadelphia in the late 1940s?

2. Relics of Philadelphia's________________________________era were seen as an encumbrance to a
_______________________________, consumer-oriented downtown.

Segment 4—11:41-14:34- Teen life

Segment 5---14:35-18:45---Edmund Bacon's ideas, part II
1. What is the irony described by Professor Tom Sugrue?

2. Why did Edmund Bacon want to remove the "Chinese Wall" and what was built in its place?

3. Who opposed Edmund Bacon and Mayor Dilworth's plan to bring urban renewal to Society Hill? Why?
Segment 6---18:46-24:49—Civil rights era Philadelphia
1. What strategies were used to create more job opportunities for African Americans in Philadelphia?

2. In August of 1964, rumors spread that______________________________________________
which led to a riot along Columbia Avenue in North Philadelphia.
Which leaders worked to calm the three-day riot?
Segment 7---24:50-28---1964
1. What two things were continuing to flee Philadelphia in 1964?

2. Why was Edmund Bacon on the cover of TIME magazine?
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Webisode Activity
Urban Renewal: The Remaking of Society Hill
GATHERING THE INFO
As you watch the webisode, complete this sheet.
1. Urban renewal money came from the __________________government, but
decisions on how to spend it were made at the ________________level.
2. Fill in the chart below with information about the types of people, businesses, and
buildings that were found in Society Hill before and after urban renewal.
Before Urban Renewal

After Urban Renewal

3. Society Hill became a national model of how to revive a neighborhood
through___________________________rather than_______________________.
ANALYZING THE INFO:
1. Was the renewal of Society Hill a good idea? Who were the biggest winners and losers? Did
the local government misuse its authority in the development of Society Hill?

2. Edmund Bacon, Director of the City Planning Commission is quoted as saying, "I
know what ought to be". Was this an accurate statement in terms of Society Hill?
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